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Playing with textures, blending colours, and building shapes is what makes Domkapa going within 
the upholstery industry. After a long and fruitful journey, Domkapa developed a collection that will 
provide you a completely improved experience, where comfort is the epitome without leaving 
design behind. 

Domkapa’s new collection is able to fit in every space and style thanks to a tremendous passion for 
detailed stitching. From sofas to accessories, bar chairs, and poufs, you will find a new meaning of 
comfort and functionality, where everything is handcrafted with high-quality materials. 
 

 

 
Edward Modular Sofa takes inspiration from 
the desire to retreat from cosmopolitan life. 
Offering maximum compositional adaptability, 
this design allows you to play with a wide array 
of modules, so you can build a sofa according 
to your lifestyle. 

 

 

 

 
 

Beaumont Sofa explores the beauty of 
simplicity blended with functionality for its 
single motion opening system that makes 
room for an inviting bed. Produced with 
high-quality materials and the best sewing 
techniques, Its distinct design make it an 
ideal piece for every living setting. 
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With a modern take on the traditional 
shapes and patterns of history, Adley 
opens the door to a purposeful world, 
serving as a storage piece or even as 
additional seating. From traditional to 
contemporary styles, Adley is clean and 
elegant on the outside and functional 
on the inside. 
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Avery gives pulse to an exquisite essence, 
inviting you to play with functions, serving as a 
pouf, a storage space and a side table. It is 
marked by a warm spirit for its soft textures 
and round shapes, where every detail matters. 

 

 

 

 
Carter echoes an authentic trait of 
contemporary design blended with the 
essence of traditional lines that, together, 
will assure elegance and sophistication. An 
enduring design blended with contemporary 
lines while a traditional sense pays tribute to 
fine tailoring. 
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Alexander ottoman embodies functionality 
allied to a traditional shape that cannot go 
unnoticed. This design holds a sensational 
feeling while its soft curves pay attention to 
functionality and ergonomics, contributing to 
endless comfort, especially when combined 
with Alexander Armchair. 

 

 

 

 
 
Vincent pays tribute to the handcraft 
tradition expressed by a rigorous scheme of 
contrasts between its wooden structure 
and the upholstered seat. This design is not 
only pleasing to the eye but also to the 
touch, allowing your interior to incorporate 
its elegance and authenticity for life. 
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Henry expresses harmony through its special 
details. Featuring a small cushion that can be 
adjusted or even removed, this seating design 
has the right balance between the rigorously 
handcrafted feet and its soft but involving seat. 
Henry is an eye-pleasing design piece with a 
remarkable shape that feels ageless. 

 

 

Domkapa is an upholstery brand based in Portugal that presents several similarities to the haute-couture philosophy focused 
on the value of a “made by hand”. Since 2009, Domkapa challenges its team to create the perfect daily meeting between 
design and comfort. Our design team works side by side with the production, and this organic synergy allows the creation of 
innovative designs.  
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